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• MANAGING LARGE-SCALE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

Edwin D. Pentecost 1

LNTRODUCTION

Large-scale en_ironmental impact assessment projects are challenging for managers

in terms of determining project scope, acquiring needed information, and controlling

dGcumentation. I am defining large-scale projects as those with a technical team of 15 or

more, a complex project desig-n, multiple sites under consideration for project fac_ties, and

usually a muitizniilion dollar budget. The purpose of this paper is to explore management

techniques used successfully for such projects. The examples presented are based on actual

projects completed by impact assessment teams at Argonne National Laboratory for various

federal agencies in carrying out their responsibilities under the National En_-ironmental

Policy Act of 1969 (NrEPA).

ESTA.BLISHING THE MANAGEMENT

STRUCTURE AND ASSESSMENT TEAM

The complexity of the project is normally determined early, following initial contact

with the sponsoring agency for the proposed federal action. In determining the scope of the

assessment project, the possible technolo_cal and locational alternatives that could influence

the kinds of environmental issues needing examination by the assessment team must be

considered. The rumber of important environmental issues, together with their potential for

causing si_cant impacts, usually dictates the size and composition of the assessment team.

1Argonne National Laboratory., Environmental Assessment and Information Sciences

Division, Office of NEPA ProKrams, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439; work
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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• Support personnel are an important consideration in defining the assessment team.
• .

Projects requiring an evaluation of alternative site locations necessarily involve additional

effort related to the public participation prccess. For example, a project for the

U.S. Department of Ener_y (DOE) recently involved 15 public scoping meetings he!d in the

home states of the sites under consideration. More than 8000 public comments were recei,;ed

during the public scoping period. To mmnage this volume of comments, the database

d-Base IV was used to record basic information on the comment and commentor.

Large projects are o[_ en politically sensitive, which means that the project manager

must be able to track how a particular comment was handled during the assessment process.

Using a computerized system having key-word search capabilities allows the project manager

to respond efficiently to inquiries received by the sponsoring agency from environmental

groups, cong-ressional members, citizens, and other federal agencies.

Having sufficient time in the schedule and money in the budget for support personnel

is essential in supporting the public participation process, whether for processing large

numbers of comments or for developing scoping training materials for the sponsoring agency.

In the latter instance, Argonne has conducted training sessions on public scoping that have

entailed conducting simulated meetings.

Argonne has been asked by some sponsoring organizations within DOE and the

U.S. Department of Defense not only to process public comments but also to maintain a

program reference library. Decisions on the need for such assistance must be made early in

the NEPA process so that such tasks can be factored into overall project management and

the cost plan.

Quality control on large projects often requires the participation of staff members

whose primary responsibility is overseeing how well the project adheres to quality assurance
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• requirements. Control of technical documents, including team correspondence and internal

reviews of drc-_et products by the sponsoring agency, often requires the services of a quality

assurance officer.

CONTDUCTING THE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

This section of the paper provides an overview of the impact assessment process used

in preparing the supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS) for the superconducting

super collider (SSC) (U.S. Department of EnerEy, 1990), a high-energy, physics research

facility under construction near Dallas in Ellis County, Texas. The earlier EIS had addressed

all of the alternative sites; once the site in Texas had been chosen, this supplemental EIS was

needed to address site-specific issues.

The SSC facility will require construction of an under_round oval tunnel having a

circumference of 54 miles and a diameter of approximately 14 feet. Underground

experimental halls will be located in two campus areas that will also have aboveground

facilities. About I0,000 superconducting magnets -- arranged in rings, one atop the other

-- will focus and g,aide two proton beams traveling in opposite directions. The proton beams

will collide, _vith the resultant particles being recorded on detectors within the experimental

halls. Basic set,rices will be provided by means of 18 shafts located at 2.5-mile intervals

around the tunnel. These same shafts will be used to bring spoil material to the surface as

the tunnel is excavated. Each shaft _-ill be located in a 50-acre service area that will include

buildings, co'ogenic and other service facilities, and a cooling pond.

The potential impacts associated with project construction relate to the following

issue areas: spoil material, groundwater, wetlands, noise, air, and socioeconomics. Fibre 1

illustrates the assessment methodolog_y associated with spoils handling and disposal. The
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' potential issues identified by the assessment team were conveyed to the sponsoring agency.

Also identified by the team were the data needs for issue resolution.

Planned mitigation was a key factor in analyses pertinent to predicting impact

severity. The Argonne assessment team worked closely with DOE, SSC Laboratory, and

Texas National Research Laboratory Commission to gain an accurate understanding of

proposed mitigation measures. In some instances, project desi_n engineers were able to

de_ elop mitigation plans based on early findings of the assessment team and thus avoid

unnecessary impacts during project const_ction and operation.

For each technical discipline, the following steps were taken in the conduct of the

SSC impact analysis"

1. Identify potential environmental issues and

associated data needs.

2. Evaluate proposed mitigation plans.

3. Prepare an assessment methodology.

4. Provide periodic status reports on the pro_ess of the impact analysis.

Potential environmental issues and associated data needs were identified during the

initial project phase. After discussions with DOE, Texas National Laboratory Research

Commission, and SSC Laboratory personnel, a detailed assessment methodol%cy was

prepared for each technical area before being formally presented to DOE. Representatives

from the SSC Laboratory and the state of Texas attended most of the presentations. Their

participation provided valuable input on desi_n and mitigation changes relevant to the

assessment methodologies. Ongoing assessment activities were discussed at monthly

meetings attended by representatives from Argonne, DOE, the SSC Laboratory., and the state
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• of Texas. This format allowed a clear understanding of the assessment approach to develop

before preparation of the initial draft EIS.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION AND REVIEW

Preparing NEPA documents requires close coordination between the project manager,

the staff member describing the proposed action, and the technical analyst in a _ven

discipline responsible for predicting impacts. In recent large EIS projects at Argonne, a

scientist was assi_o-ned lead responsibility for a certain technical area (e.g., hydrology.). This

person assisted the project manager by coordinating analyses and drafting written material.

This task leader concept has also proven useful in focusing interactions with s_aff in the

related technical disciplines necessary to conduct the analyses. On the SSC project, an

economist, land use analyst, and sociolo_st had to interact re_o_larly to complete an

inte_o-rated analysis to document and quantify community impacts preliminary to developing

a needed socioeconomic monitoring and mitigation plan.

On large projects, an internal peer review is essential to assure production of a

high-quality Nt£PA document. On the SSC project, technical accuracy and conclusionary

statements were reviewed internally before a preliminary, draft EIS was submitted to DOE.

In addition, staff from the SSC Laboratory and state of Texas conducted an early review of

the draft sections on project facility description, spoils handling, and proposed land

acquisition procedures. Early re,Jew of these descriptive sections by the project proponent

saved extensive project management and editing time during later critical periods in the

document preparation process.

Completing the final EIS on large projects after the end of the comment period also

presents some lo_stical problems. Support staff may be needed to categorize comments and
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• develop a computerized system to track the comments received, the draft responses, and the

revised responses to comments. Given the initial uncertainty as to the number of public

comments to be received on the draft EIS, it is difficult to accurately predict the EIS cost and

to develop a realistic schedule. However, it is prudent to identify resources and develop an

adequate budget and schedule in the expectation that a large number of comments will be

received on the draft EIS.

SUMMARY ._\_D CONCLUSIONS

Producing a high-quality NEPA document requires carefully planned communication

between the project proponent, sponsoring agency, and assessment team. Using experienced

scientific staff to identify potential environmental issues add data needs for impact

predictions early in the planning process allows development of timely and efficient

assessment methodologies. Problems can be resolved and assumptions clarified by briefing

the sponsoring agency early in the assessment process as to assessment methodologies and

data needs issues. Briefing the sponsoring agency on a monthly basis as to project status

facilitates communication on technical issues and improves the format of the NEPA

document. Implementing the task leader concept enables experienced assessment staff to

assist the project manager with numerous administrative matters. This approach also

provides a useful forum for sharing information and the assessment approach with staff in

related technical areas.

The project budget should include funding for support staff to cover quality control,

document control, and public comment tracking. Depending on project complexity and de_o'ree

of public involvement, support staff costs may constitute as much as 20-25% of the total

project management budget.
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FIGURE 1 Spoils Handling and Disposal Assessment Methodology






